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Abstract
The purpose of the paper is to show that, from a growth perspective, government
resourcescan be spent in two different ways. Resourcescan be allocated to uses which
support growth, and to uses which generate growth. We take the provision of health
servicesasanexampleof thefirsttypeofuse, andtheprovisionofeducationalservices
as an example of the second. This enables us to integrate both types of uses of scarce
resources in an endogenous growth framework and to derive the optimum mix of the
provision of health and educational services both from the perspective of health as a
complementtogrowth andhealthasa substituteforgrowth.Themodelillustratesthat
thereis a trade-off between growth assuch and theprovision of health-services.Italso
shows that a slow down in growth could be expected to occur when the preference for
healthispositivelyinfluencedbyagrowingincomeperheadorinthecaseofanageing
population. Finally, we show that the model can account for a ’growth take off’ in
countries which are too poor to save, and that this take off can be induced by ’just the
right’ amount of income transfer to those countries : too little aid doesn’t seem to help
at all, while too much aid unnecessarily burdens the long term solvability of the
receiving country if aid is provided in the form of loans.
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1 Introduction
Baumol(1967)stressestheimportanceoftechnologicaldifferencesbetweentheseparate
sectors of an economy for its growth performance at the aggregate level. More in
particular, Baumol divides economic activities into those which do not provide any
serious scope for productivity increases (like personal services) and those which do
(industrial activities in particular). He concludes that as a result of these productivity
asymmetries, the value share of ’low productivity’ activities will gain in importance
over time, i.e. a growing part of national income will be spent (and earned) through
low productivity activities, as long as there is a demand for these activities. This phe-
nomenon has become known as ’Baumols disease’.
A typical example of such a low productivity personal service may be the provision of
health services. Since health problems are almost always experienced as acute by the
sufferer, the demand for health services will not vanish as long as people are subject
to (exogenous) variations in their health status. Moreover, the low productivity char-
acterof thehealth sector is enhanced becausetheprovisionof health services issubject
to decreasing returns to scale.
1 Hence both conditions for the occurrence Baumols
disease are fulfilled. An indication of the practical relevance of Baumols observations
is the fact that the already significant value share of the health sector in the West is
increasing with national income.
2
Froma growth perspective,onemay wonderwhether thehealth sectorwouldprovide
a drag on growth performance by directly competing for scarce resources with the
’knowledge generation sectors’ which are central to endogenous growth as brought
forward in Lucas (1988) and Romer (1990), for instance. On the other hand one may
argue that a good health is a prerequisite for economic growth and hence should be
stimulated by all means. Thus one could envisage the existence of a growth trade-off,
since an expansion of the health sector would promote growth through increased
health, while a contraction of the health sector could also free the resources necessary
to promote growth by means of an expansion of the knowledge producing sector.
Inordertoanalyse thistrade-off anditsconsequencesforeconomic growth,weextend
the endogenous growth framework of Lucas and Romer mentioned earlier. In this
frameworktheprocessofknowledgeaccumulationandtheprovisionofhealthservices
takeupscarcehumancapitalresources.Asindicatedabove,theframeworkreflectsthe
productivity asymmetries present in Baumol (1967), where the health sector is taken
as an example of a sector which permits ’ ... only sporadic increases in productivity’
1 The decreasing returns assumption with respect to the provision of health services
ispresentinmodels of thedemandforhealth in,forinstance, Muurinen(1982),Forster
(1989), Ehrlich and Chuma (1990) and Johansson and Lofgren (1995).
2 See Lapre and Rutten (1993), for instance. On page 32, Lapre and Rutten provide a
figure which shows that the value share of expenditures on health in national income
rises with national income per head, and that it is highest for the US with an average
share of about 10 percent in the period 1977-1982, and somewhat lower for other
countries,amongwhichtheNetherlandswithanaverageofabout8percentinthesame
period.Onpage33,therelevanceofBaumolsobservationsforthehealthsectorisfurther
underlined when they state that the increase in the value share of the health sector can
in part be attributed to the relatively low rate of labour productivity growth in the
health sector, which lags seriously behind the growth of labour productivity in the
agricultural and industrial sectors, but also in the commercial services sector.- 2 -
because’...thereisnosubstituteforthepersonalattentionofaphysician...’
3asopposed
to the knowledge producing sector, which, in the terminology of Baumol, is engaged
in’...technologicallyprogressiveactivitiesinwhichinnovations,capitalaccumulation,
and economies of large scale make for a cumulative rise in output per man hour’.
(Baumol 1967, pp. 416,423,415, respectively). The obvious question now is what the
optimum allocation of the macro-economic budget is over its four different uses :
consumption, physical capital accumulation, knowledge accumulation and the
provision of health services, in the face of (differences in the valuation of) the inter-
temporal effects of these activities.
In order to answer this question, we build two endogenous growth models based on
the Lucas (1988) model, in which health influences intertemporal decision making in
three different ways. First, it serves as the conditio sine qua non to the provision of
humancapitalservices.Second,theprovisionofhealthservicesdirectlycompeteswith
the provision of labour services allocated to the direct generation of output, but also
with the provision of labour services allocated to knowledge generation. In our model
we assume that the provision of labour services depends both on the average level of
health of the work force and the stock of knowledge per worker. The idea is that a
deterioration of health either reduces the quality of the labour services rendered, or,
alternatively,it reduces the number of effective working days.Seen in thisway, health
and knowledge are complements, in that a low health status will lead to a low supply
of human capital services, ceteris paribus, but, from the perspective of the generation
of effective human capital services, the provision of health services is also a substitute
for the generation of human capital per se. We show that in this set-up there is an
optimum mix of the provision of health and educational services. The third way in
which health influences intertemporal decision making follows from the observation
that health can generate positive utility of its own. When we include this notion in our
first model, it follows that attaching a positive weight to having a good health lowers
the optimum rate of growth of the economy.
Actually, we solve the second model by employing a graphical analysis which offers
the possibility to illustrate what policy induced changes in the productivity char-
acteristics of the health and educational sector would mean for growth, health and
welfare in general. As an illustration of the model, we run two simulations. The first
simulation shows how this model can explain Baumols disease by linking the prefer-
encefor health to per capitaincome, and by allowing part of the population to become
unproductive due to ’ageing’. The second simulation shows the impact of an income
transfer to a poor country with a low average level of health. Here we assume the
preferencefor health todependpositively onincome perhead and therate of discount
to depend negatively on income per head. Thus we arrive at the conclusion that there
may exist an optimum level of transfers.
Theremainderofthepaperisorganisedasfollows.Section2providesashortsummary
of the main features of the Lucas (1988) model, and the ’health generation’ module
whichwewanttocombinewiththatmodel.Section3describestwodifferentextensions
of the Lucas model in which health is introduced next to the accumulation of knowl-
edge. Section 4 provides an overview of the principal working of the model, while
section 5 discusses some policy implications. Section 6 provides a summary.
3Note, however, thatonly recently theuseof roboticsand information technologyhas
enabled ’action at a distance’ also in the operating theatre. Moreover, Expert Systems
embodied in computer programs may in some cases indeed replace a ’live’ physician
in as far as ’pre-’ diagnosing certain illnesses is concerned. Expert Systems may even
provide a (hopefully inferior) substitute for psychiatric attention.- 3 -
2 Stylised Models of Endogenous Growth and Health Generation
Fromacentralplannerspointofview,boththeLucas(1988)aswellastheRomer(1990)
model of optimum growth are mathematically equivalent. The Romer model diverges
from the Lucas model in two important respects, however. First, growth comes from
anincreaseinthedivisionoftaskswhichgeneratesefficiencyimprovementsalaSmith.
Secondly, decisions are taken by individual agents in situations of imperfect compe-
tition,rather than byanall-knowing entity,like it is thecase inLucas (1988).However,
we would like to study the allocation of the macro-economic budget from the point of
view of the ’planner’ (i.e. the government in this case). Hence, we stick to the Lucas
model of optimum growth.
Becausewewanttointegratehealthandgrowthinoneendogenousgrowthframework,
wealsosticktoaspecificationoftheproductioncharacteristicsofthehealthsector,and
itsimpacton health,which is assimple aspossible. To this end,we usethe simplifying
assumption that the labour force has an infinitely long life, and is constant when
measured in physical units.
Insteadofconcentratingontheprovisionofhealthservicesfromanindividualdemand
perspective,asGrossman(1972),followedupby,forinstance,Muurinen(1982),Forster
(1989) and Ehrlich and Chuma (1990) have done, we will concentrate on the nature of
steady state growth equilibria involving the provision of health services and the
endogenousgenerationofknowledge,fromacentralplanners’macro-economicsupply
perspective.Bydoingso,wemakeeducationandincomeperheadendogenous,instead
of taking them to be ’... exogenously determined to facilitate an already complex
problem’(Ehrlich and Chuma (1990,p. 765)). The decreasingreturns to scale character
of the health sector, as present in Forster (1989), Ehrlich and Chuma (1990), as well as
Johansson and Lofgren(1995), for instance, is retained, while we ignorethe difficulties
of the timing of the consumption of health services from an individual point of view,
by requiring that the average health level of the population of a given size, should
remain constant over time.
4
The Lucas Model of Endogenous Growth
Optimumgrowth models havetwo main ingredients : anaccumulation process which
can actually cause growth to occur (in Lucas this is the accumulation of knowledge),
and some choice criterion which enables the planner to take his decisions only con-
strained by the production potential of the economy (and changes therein due to
growth). Usually one assumes the capacity of production of an economy to be given
by a production function which describes the transformation of labour and capital
services into output. The role of technical change here is to increase the efficiency of
the transformation process. Actually, either technical change is needed in order to
counterthefallinthemarginalproductivityofcapitalcausedbythepureaccumulation
of capital for given levels of the labour force, or the labour force itself needs to grow in
order to avoid capital becoming less and less productive (c.f. Solow (1956)). Hence,
capital accumulation alone is not sufficient to generate sustainable growth. The pro-
duction function, together with the available stock of knowledge and physical capital
essentiallydefine themacro-economic budgetconstraint.The macro-economicbudget
(i.e. output in this case) can be used for consumption purposes, which generate the
utility which society wants to maximise, and for investment purposes. Consumption
4 As a bonus, this makes the analysis more tractable, because a constant steady state
average health level for the population, may effectively work in much the same way
as the constant allocation of workers to the various productive tasks to be performed
within the economy in the Lucas (1988) model.- 4 -
increases current utility, while investment increases (potential) future utility by
increasingfuture production capacityand hencefuture consumption possibilities (but
also investment possibilities). Lucas and Romer both assume that societies utility
function allows it to trade off future and present consumption possibilities with a
constant elasticity of substitution. The above can be summarised as follows :
(1)
where t=0 refers to the present. C, Y and K represent consumption, output and the
capital stock, respectively. is the rate of discount, while is the intertemporal
elasticity of substitution for consumption possibilities at different points in time. We
assume that , where is the partial output elasticity of labour.
L is the total amount of labour available in the economy. L is measured in physical
units and is assumed to be constant. u and (1-u) are the fractions of the labour force
allocatedtothegenerationofknowledgeandoutput,respectively. istheproductivity
oftheknowledgegeneration process.A isthepercapitaknowledgestock,which helps
to generate even more knowledge, i.e. increases in the stock make future knowledge
generation activities more effective. The production function is Cobb-Douglas, where
A acts as Harrod-neutral technical change. Since the intertemporal utility function is
consistent with a constant saving rate, it follows directly from the Solow (1956) model
that the steady state rate of growth of the system is equal to the rate of growth of A. By
solving (1) through the method of optimum control, one can directly obtain the value
of this rate of growth in terms of the parameters of the system
5 :
(2)
where a hat over a variable denotes a proportional rate of growth. From (2) it follows
thattherateofgrowthriseswiththeproductivityoftheknowledgegenerationprocess.
Italsoriseswiththevalueoftheintertemporalelasticityofsubstitutionwhichindicates
the willingness of people to wait for their ’consumption’ returns on investment (i.e.
postponing current consumption till later). Likewise, a rise in the rate of discount
indicates a decline in the valuation of future consumption possibilities, and hence
reduces the rate of growth of the system. Note that an increased rate of growth also












































5 See Annex A for a derivation.- 5 -
A Simple Model of Health Generation
AsobservedbyGrossman(1976,p.xiii),healthcontributesinseveralwaystowell-being
and economic performance. Especially the positive contribution of a ’good health’ to
labour productivity is important from a growth perspective. For, this suggests that, in
terms of its effects on growth, a change in the average health level of the population
works in much the same way as Harrod-neutral technical change in the Solow model
or knowledge accumulation in the Lucas model. However, the big difference between
knowledge generation and health generation is that, in the end, health generation can
notlogicallybea’motor’of growth,sincehealth canonlycontinuetogrowuntila state
of perfect health has been attained.
6 But since a good health is a prerequisite to being
able to supply labour services, it still has ’motor-like’ features, in the sense that a per-
manent change in the average health-status of the population could alter growth
performance in a permanent way.
In order to elaborate this, let us assume that the average health of the population can
besummarisedbyaone-dimensionalindexh.Wefurthermoreassumethattheamount
of effective labour services which a person can supply is directly proportional to this
index. In addition, it is assumed that the level of health ’deteriorates’ instantaneously
with an exogenous rate over time. The task of the health sector then is to counter the
effectsofthisdeteriorationbyprovidinghealthservicesunderconditionsofdecreasing
returns to scale, i.e. the average health level of the population rises less than propor-
tionally with the amount of health services per person. Using these assumptions, the
evolution over time of the average health level of the population can be written as:
(3)
where vis the share of the health sector in total employment measured in health units,
andvhLthereforerepresentsthetotalinputofhealthunitsingeneratinghealthservices.
For the sake of simplicity, we assume that the corresponding output of health services





of human capital over its various productive uses as in the original Lucas model, it is
obvious that h should be constant in the steady state instead of continuously growing.
However, this is not a very restrictive requirement, since in practice the health level of
an individual is bounded from above (and below). The question then becomes what




















6Of course, the latter also holds with regard to knowledge generation. However,
contrary to a number of theoretical physicists who believe they can build theories of
Everything, we adhere to the idea that the Platonic world of ideas is unbounded on a
time-scale which is relevant for forward looking human beings, i.e. a couple of gen-
erations rather than aeons.- 6 -
The answer is straightforward. First note from (3) that a steady state situation requires




where z0 and z1 are implicitly defined by the equivalence of the middle part of (4) and
theright-handsideof (4). (4)providesthe ’steadystate health’production function.(4)
shows how the steady state health level depends on the productivity of the health
generationprocess (as reflected bythevaluesof and ).Italsoshows thatit depends
negatively on the rate of decay . Note, moreover that for a health sector with ,




with the Lucas model to describe the optimum investments in health and growth.
3 On the Contribution of Health to Growth and Welfare
Healthenterstheintertemporaldecisionframeworkinthreedifferentways.First,afall
in the average health level of the population may be expected to cause a fall in the
amount of effective labour services which the population can supply
8. This points to






In the remainder of this section we will first focus on the complementary aspects


















7 Hence, the effective steady state health production function can exhibit increasing
returns, even though . We could ’cure’ this contradictory situation by means
of the’ad hoc’ assumption that the health impactof health serviceswould beinversely
proportional to ones health level, in which case (3) could be rewritten as:
In this case the effective steady state health production function would exhibit
decreasing returns to scale for all values of . However, the qualitative results
obtained with the model do not crucially depend on the precise values of z0 and z1.
Hence we stick to the specification of the steady state health production function used
in equation (4).
8 Grossman (1972,p. xiii) states : ’... the level of ill health, measured by the rates of
mortality and morbidity, influences the amount and productivity of labor supplied to
an economy’.
9 This is noted in Grossman (1972, p. xiii) : ’... what consumers demand when they












the point of view of health and knowledge generation having to compete for the same
scarce (labour) resources. The last part of the section is an extension of the model in
ordertocoverthethirdpointraisedabove:healthwillentertheutilityfunctiondirectly.
The Contribution of Health to Growth
Aswe havediscussedabove,thetaskof thehealth sectoris tomaintaina certain health
level of the population, by providing health services. These are generated under
conditions of decreasing returns to scale. Using these notions, the system as presented
in (1) can be extended to :
(5)
where the knowledge generation process has the same properties as in Lucas (1988).
Note the presence of h as a determinant of dA/dt, as well as the absence of A as a
determinant of h.
10 The latter assumes therefore that A pertains to knowledge which
is useful with respect to the generation of output (and further knowledge), rather than
the generation of health services.
The system can now readily be solved to obtain:
11
(6)
Since the first order conditions to the solution of the Hamiltonian problem imply that













































in the steady state, then h would be growing too. This can not be permanently the case
as suggested earlier.
11 See Annex B.
12 See Annex B.- 8 -
where the constraints on the health parameters should be such that . From (5) it
followsthat depends positivelyon the efficiency of thehealth systemand negatively
ontherateofdecayofhealth.Notethattheamountoflabourallocatedtothegeneration
of health servicesdepends only on theproductivity characteristicsof the health sector.
Note moreover that at the rate of growth of the system as a function of v is
maximised.
13 This stresses the point that health adds to utility only through its
contribution to growth.
Note that the size of the health sector measured either by v or by , depends only on
itsowncharacteristics.This isnotthecasewith therestoftheeconomy,for thefraction
of labour allocated to the generation of knowledge can directly be obtained from (6)
and the knowledge generation equation as presented in (5):
(8)
Hence,growthandtheallocationoflabouramongthenon-healthsectorsdonotdepend
exclusively on the productivity characteristics of these sectors. Instead, their per-
formance depends intrinsically on the characteristics of the health sector.
Equations (6) and (8) are comparable to the results obtained in the basic Lucas model
(cf.equation(2)).Whenwe wouldassumethattheparametersof thehealth-systemare
such that ,
14 the only difference between the Lucas growth rate and g in equation
(6) is the term , which reflects the fact that a fraction of the labour force is not
available for the generation of output and knowledge since its task is to maintain the
average health level of the population at its steady state value . This lowers the
maximum rate of growth attainable compared to the Lucas model.
The Contribution of Health to Welfare
Up to now we have ignored the welfare aspects of a good health. However, we can
include these in our model by introducing the average health level h as a direct
determinantofsociety’s utility,wherea highervalueof hcorrespondsto ahigherlevel
of utility. We can do this by replacing consumption per head in the utility function by
































13 This follows directly from maximising (B.16) in Annex B with respect to v.
14 In this case the Lucas model and our model are equivalent from the point of view
of the productivity of the labour force in its non-health uses.- 9 -
where we assume .
15 The average health level is measured relative to the steady
statehealthlevelofthepreviousmodel,sothat,when orclosetozero,bothmodels
would generate more or less the same results. This makes both models more com-
parable.
The consequencesof health entering the utilityfunction can not readily be determined
in an analytical fashion, because the first order conditions to the solution of the
Hamiltonian system including (9) give rise to the following non-linear reduced form









thisrestriction on c would implythat u is positiveand that some outputwould indeed
be produced in the steady state. In addition, it implies that the steady state saving rate
will always have to be smaller than .
Once the simultaneous solution of equations (10.A-10.D) has been found, the solution
of (10.E) can be obtained directly.
18 However, (10.A-10.D) can not be solved in a
straightforward way. But (10.A-10.D) can be represented as a four quadrant diagram,
which enables us to use a graphical analysis instead.
19 Even without an extensive
analysis of this system, we can see that the introduction of health as an argument in






f+a×( 1-a ) / g
f+( a / b )×( 1-a ) / g ]
g=( d A×( 1-v)×z 0×v




u=( 1-c).(1 - v)/(1 -a )
a<c<1
1-a
15 This specification is consistent with the one suggested by Barro and Sala-i-Martin
(1995, p. 323) in their discussion of working time entering the intertemporal utility
function as a negatively valued item, with ever increasing marginal dis-utility. In our
case we have the average health level of a person entering the utility function in a
positive way. The marginal utility of health will be decreasing when .
16 See Annex C for more details.
17 This requirement is consistent with the Kaldorian idea of differential saving, where
workers consume all of their income and where we require capitalists to consume at
least some of their income.
18 Note that when , as in the model without health as an argument of the inter-
temporal utility function, the simultaneity of (10.A)-(10.D) disappears, since g and c
follow recursively from v. Hence, the health sector determines growth performance,
but health is determined independently from growth.





links the size of the health sector to the characteristics of the rest of the economy. This
is shown in more detail below.
A Graphical Analysis
Equations (10.A), (10.B) and (10.D) imply a relationship between g and v, which can
be confronted with (10.C). This is elaborated in Figures 1 and 2.
Figure 1 Figure 2
In Figure 1, c is the average propensity to consume, while is a parabola
in c with roots c=0 and c= . v represents the fraction of labour employed in the health
sector, while g is the rate of growth of the system.
Equation (10.D) implies the existence of two extreme values for c, i.e. c=1 for g=0,
marked as point C in Figure 1, and for g goes to infinity. The point B
correspondsto ,hencethecurveCLrepresentstherelevantpartofequation(10.D).
In the same vein, BD is the relevant part of (10.A). Equation (10.B) implies that
for f=0, while for f goes to infinity, v would asymptotically approach a value of 1. That
is,point G in Figure 1 corresponds with v=1, while point I corresponds with . The
relevant part of equation (10.B) is the curve IF. The relevant range for v is ,
while the relevant range for g is .
20 Any point within the latter range corre-
spondswith a unique point in the former range by mapping g onto c, c onto f and then
f onto v.
21 Hence, the curve v’h’ in Figure 1 summarises equations (10.A), (10.B) and
(10.D). The curve v’h’ can then be confronted with (10.C) to obtain the solution of the
model.
Equation (10.C) is represented in Figure 2. Figure 2 corresponds to the South-West
quadrant of Figure 1. It has the same orientation as in Figure 1. As in the solution of
the previous model, g(v) reaches a maximum for , i.e. in point U (see equations



































20 Note that , while .
21 By ’going round’ in Figure 1 in a counter-clockwise direction, it follows that point
g’ on the g-axis, for instance, corresponds to point I on the v-axis through the con-
nectionsbetweenthe’intermediate’pointsL,B,and0.Likewise,pointg=0ontheg-axis
maps onto points C, D, F and finally point v’ on the v-axis.
g’ =r / ( 1-Q) v’= b(g + a)/(bg + a)- 11 -
correspond to a value for g of (see (10.C)). For values of v such that , the
curve g(v) is concave and it describes the negative relation between g and v for .
The value of the growth rate corresponding to is g=g*, while g=0 at v=v*.
22 The
relevant part of equation (10.D) is the curve Uv*. The relevant range for v is ,
while the relevant range for g is .
The solution of the model is the point of intersection X between the curves Uv* and
v’h’. A unique solution exists when the curve v’h’ is convex and when g’>g*, v*>v’.
23
The requirements for convexity of the curve v’h’ are elaborated in Annex E, where it
is shown that for plausible values of the parameters of the system, these constraints
are likely to be satisfied.
24
From Figure 2 it is clear that the point of intersection between the two curves implies
a value of g which is lower than in the first model. Moreover, v is larger than before.
Hence, the introduction of health in the utility function increases the level of health
services at the expense of growth, ceteris paribus. A more detailed analysis of the
properties of the model is presented in the following section.
4 Parameter Changes and Health and Growth Responses
Inordertoillustratewhathappenstohealth,growthandtothesizeofthehealth-sector
for various constellations of the parameters of our model, we have used a graphical
analysisbasedonFigure 2. Thetechnical detailsof theanalysis arepresented in Annex
F. In this section we just summarise the results in Table 1 below. Positive and negative
influences of a (positive) change in a parameter are indicated by a plus and a minus
sign, respectively. Ambiguous reactions are indicated by a question mark followed by
a sign withinbrackets which indicates a relatively high probabilityof the effect having
that particular sign.
Thefirstthingtobenotedfromthistableisthenegative correlationbetweentheeffects
of a parameter change on growth and on the propensity to consume. This is a conse-
quence of the fact that there is a positive correlation between the saving rate s and the
rate of growth itself, since, for a relatively stable value of the capital output ratio, a rise
in the saving rate would be required in order to speed up the accumulation of capital
which is necessary in order to sustain a higher rate of growth. Secondly, v and u are
negatively correlated, instead of positively as suggested by Fuchs (1982), for instance.





22 The way in which g* and v* depend on the parameters of the model can be sum-
marisedby and ,wherethe
sign within brackets denotes the sign of the partial derivative with respect to the
parameter in question. These results follow directly from equation (10.C) and the
requirement that g(v*)=0.
23 In Annex D we show that these are sufficient conditions for the mapping process to
converge to a solution with , which was required to ensure a positive level of
output.
24 If v’h’ would be concave, then, in principle at least, there could be three points of
intersectionbetween the curves Uv* and v’h’ even with the constraints on the shape of
v’h’thatwehaveused.Butevenifv’h’wouldbeconcave,aslongasitdefinesa unique
pointof intersection between v=z(g) and g=g(v), the way the system works will not be
affected by its curvature. In that case only the intensity of the responses of the system
to parameter changes will be affected. In order to simplify matters, however, we will
assume that parameter constraints are such that v’h’ is convex.
g = g*(dA(+),z0(+),b(+),r(-),Q(-)) v = v*(dA(+),z0(+),b(+),r(-))
a<c<1- 12 -
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Table 1 Parameter Changes and Health and Growth Responses
A possible explanation for the latter positive correlation lies in the fact that increases
inhealthinvestmentwouldlengthenone’slife-span,ceterisparibus,andhenceincrease
the returns on investment in education. An alternative explanation would be that a
higher level of education would go hand in hand with increases in the preference for
health (possibly due to the rise in the opportunity costs of not being healthy). In our
model the negative correlation exists because both health and knowledge generation
compete for the same scarce labour resources, while the fixed size of the labour force
in physical units doesn’t allow for endogenous variations in life-span.
Let us now turn to the individual results. A rise in implies a fall in the value of the
intertemporalelasticity of substitution.This meansthat people becomemorereluctant
to wait for their return on investment, and consequently they are inclined to increase
current consumption of goods, but also of health services. This is reflected in a rise in
the steady state values of c, v and h, accompanied by a fall in g itself, but also in u.
The results for a rise in are very similar to those obtained for a rise in the rate of
discount .
25 This is logical since a rise in reflects the decrease in the subjective
valuation of the utility derived from the consumption of a certain package of goods
and health-services in the future relative to the valuation of the utility of that same
packagewhen it would beconsumed today. Hence,onewould expectpeople to spend
more resources on fulfilling current needs, by redirecting labour input to activities
which increase present consumption possibilities, rather than future ones. Conse-
quently, c, v and h rise, while g and u fall.
Ariseintheproductivityoftheknowledgegenerationsector,i.e. ,hasquitedifferent
effects. Since the latter increases the marginal benefits of investing in knowledge
generation, a re-allocation of labour from activities which increase current utility to
activitieswhichincreasefutureutilitycanbeobserved.Asaresult,growthispositively
affected.Inordertomakethispossible,candvarereduced,whileuandgareincreased.
h falls because of the reduction in v. Note that these results are very similar to those
obtained for an increase in the productivity of the health sector, i.e. , which corrob-
oratesthe’motor-like’featuresof thehealthsectormentioned insection2 ofthispaper.














25 There are differences though, as explained in more detail in Annex F.- 13 -
permanently, increase the productivity of the knowledge generation process. The
productivity increase in the health sector then enables a contraction of the allocation
oflabourresourcestothatsector(vfalls),whilehrises,whichinturnmakesinvestment
inknowledgegenerationmoreprofitablebecauseofitsintertemporalspill-overeffects.
Hence u rises, and so does g.
The effects of a rise in the rate of decay on health is somewhat ambiguous, according
to our graphical analysis, because a rise in would tend to lower the average health of
the population. This by itself would reduce the productivity of the knowledge gener-
ation process, which would tend to reduce u, as explained above. The reduction in the
growthratewhichthisentailsenablesanincreaseinthepropensitytoconsume(crises).
However,in ordertocounter thenegativegrowth effects ofa risein ,thehealth sector
expands (v rises), but not enough to sustain the original level of health due to the
decreasing returns to scale character of the health sector.
26
Theeffects of a rise inthe preference forhealth, i.e. ,are completely as expected.More
labourresourcesare drawnintothehealthsector (vrises),while bothgrowthitselfand
the allocation of labour to knowledge generation (u) are reduced. The fall in the rate
ofgrowth enables a reduction in thesaving rate,and hencea rise in c,while hrises too,
as one would expect.
Finally,arisein hasambiguouseffects.
27Thereasonisthatachangein hasimmediate
consequences for the orientation of the ’curve’ v=v(f) in Figure 1. It also has profound
consequences for the steady state growth path as given by equation (6): the ’top’ of
g=g(v)is reachedfor a higher value of v (recall that g(v) reachesa maximum for ),
while both z0 and especially z1 are positively affected. So v is increased because of the
increase in the overall productivity of the health sector, while growth performance
itself as given by equation (6) is also positively affected by a rise in . However, an
increase in v reduces growth, ceteris paribus, and hence the overall impact of a rise of
on growth would be ambiguous. Nonetheless, one would expect that the rise in the









26 In the decreasing returns to scale setting we have defined, one would expect a
reactiontoanexogenousshock notto beableto wipeoutallthe effectsof such ashock,
because such a reaction would involve the re-allocation of resources which were
initially allocated in such a way as to generate maximum overall benefits for a given
stock of scarce irreproducible labour resources. In fact that is exactly what we found
during exploratory simulations with our model using ’reasonable’ parameter values,
where we observed a fall in h despite the rise in v which is required to counter the
effects of the rise in .
27 As stated earlier, the decreasing returns character of the health sector lies in part in
thedecreaseinthemarginal health benefitsoftheconsumptionof health servicesfrom
the individuals point of view. If that is a ’technical datum’, then can of course not be
altered. However, from the point of view of the health sector and the population as a
whole,onecouldimaginebeingabletoincrease byabstainingfromsupplyingservices
whichareneededbyjustaminorfractionofthepopulation,andwhichtakearelatively
large share of total resources. Roughly speaking, this amounts to giving up ’hopeless’
casesand spendingthe resourcesonmore ’promising’cases.Of course,we do nottake
thatstance,sincethisraisesveryimportantquestionswhichcannotreallybeaddressed
here,ifonlybecauseofthesimplespecificationoftheutilityfunctionusedinourmodel.





an expansion of v such that in the end the marginal productivity of a health worker
will have fallen, the more so because the increase in v can only be brought about by
reducing the allocation of labour to other activities at increasing opportunity costs.
5 Policy Relevance : Some Illustrative Simulations
In this section we present a number of simulations which we have run in order to
illustrate the possible relevance of the model for very diverse situations, ranging from
a Baumols disease like diagnosis for the productivity slow down experienced in the
West, to the effectiveness of technology transfer or aid in general in speeding up the
paceof welfare improvementsin the less developedcountries. The potentialrelevance
for these situations follows directly from a number of implications of the model.
Firstofall,thefactthatwehaveadecreasingreturnshealthsectorwhichlevelofactivity
defines the effective availability and applicability of knowledge within the economy,
makes the efficiency of this sector one of the central determinants of economic per-
formance.Indeed, thenotionthat effective inputsof humancapital and labourintothe
various production processes depend on ones health status, makes health a
complement to growth from a supply perspective. Moreover, a change in may have
far more important effects on growth than an equal proportionate change in , for a
health sector with moderate decreasing returns to scale features.
28 This stresses the
importance of health as a determinant of both the level and the growth of labour
productivity, quite apart from the direct positive welfare effects which changes in the
productivity of the health sector may entail, when a good health as such would be
positively valued.
Secondly,the influence of the decreasing returns to scale nature of the health sector on
growth, provides an interesting alternative explanation for the productivity slow-
down. If, as seems reasonable to assume, the preference of people for a good health
rises with the standard of living, i.e. rises with output per head, then growth would
automatically slow down in the process.Thus the decreasingreturns to scale nature of
the health-sector may be regarded as a manifestation of Baumols disease in a dynamic
context.
Third, this dynamic Baumols disease notion becomes the more relevant, in the face of
the fact that the average age of the population in Western European economies has
showna tendencytoriseduring thelastdecades. Thisintroducesa wedgebetweenthe
twofunctionsofthepopulationinourmodel.Ontheonehandthepopulationprovides
thescaleofavailablelaboursupply,andhencethescaleofalleconomicactivitieswhich
rely on the use of labour services. On the other hand, the size of the population also
determines the scale of the demand for health-services. Hence, a rising trend in the
averageageofthepopulation,foragiventotalsizeofthepopulation,couldbeexpected




28 This follows directly from equations (4) and (10.C). The latter equation shows that
z0 and influence the growth rate in exactly the same way. However, from equation
(4) it follows that . So, the initial impact on growth of a change in , is




1-b×(ˆ d h-ˆ z) dh
dA- 15 -
Fourth, in the case of high values of the rate of decay of health, due to malnutrition for
instance,peoplemayhavesuchahighpreferenceforconsumptionnow,thattheycould
become stuck in a ’no growth’, ’low health’ trap.
29 With a (near) zero preference for
health, we would have , i.e. the health level of the population would be constant,
aslong asnothingwould changein the’health parameters’ and .This suggests that
policies aimed at furthering growth by means of reducing , or increasing , through
direct aid in the form of technology or income transfer, may induce growth which is
sufficientlyhightolowertherateofdiscount andincreasetheintertemporalelasticity
ofsubstitution to suchanextent, thatsavingswillarisewhich allowgrowth totake
off and become self-sustaining.
Simulation Results
The remainder of this section shows the outcomes of some simulation experiments
which we have run to highlight the points raised above. To this end, we have defined
a computer version of the model which encompasses equations (10.A-10.E)
30, which
describesteadystategrowthbehaviourwithrespecttotheallocationoflabourresources
over their various uses as well as the steady state propensity to consume. We have fed
the values of these variables into the knowledge accumulation equation, as well as the
capital accumulation equation to arrive at adjustment paths for the level of output,
(physical and knowledge) capital, and health and income per head.
31 Then output is
generated in accordance with the Cobb-Douglas production function. We have cali-
brated the initial value of the physical capital stock in such a way, that the growth rate
generated for this initial value of the capital stock in combination with the steady state
propensityto save, was equalto thesteadystate growth rate g itself,implicitlydefined
by equations (10.A-10.E).
32 The initial stocks are denoted by a subscript zero. The
parameter values and the initial values which we have used to generate the base run
are given in Table 2 below.
The parametershave been chosen in such a way that the model generated’reasonable’
values of the steady state growth rate, the steady state health level, etcetera. The out-
comesof themodelbasedontheseparameter valuesaresummarisedin Table3 below.







29Intermsofthefeatures ofthemodelthiswouldmeanthat , and wouldbelarge,
while would approach zero. This would push the g=g(v) curve in Figure 2 up, while
v would be equal to as it was the case in our first model where health was just a
complement to growth.
30 See Annex G for a complete model listing.
31 Note that these do not have to be the optimum paths for the variables under con-
sideration.Weusethesepathstoillustratethattheyhaveastrongtendencytoconverge
rapidly to the steady state growth path.
32 The reason to do so is that we want to see how the state variables will adjust
themselves after a change in the parameters or the exogenous variables of the model.
Thisallows usto seewhether, andif so, howfastthe growth ratesof the state variables








Table 2 Base Run Parameter Values
Variable Value Variable Value Variable Value
c 0.898 h 0.936 z0 1.200
g 0.026 u 0.240 z1 0.143
0.500 v 0.175 - -
Table 3 Steady State Values Model-Variables




variables would approach their steady state values.
Income Dependent Preferences for Health and an Ageing Population
WehavespecifiedaLorentz-curvelikelinkagebetweenthepreferenceforagoodhealth
and income per head y:
(11)
where denotesminimumincomeperheadandwherewehaveset . hasbeen
set equal to 0.05. starts rising as soon as y> , while the maximum value which can
attain has been set equal to 1.
In order to show the separate influences of the dependence of health preferences on
income per head and of an ageing population on the growth performance of the
economy, we assume that this ageing occurs from period 200 up to 300. A rise in the
average age of the population can be ’simulated’ by assuming that the part of the
population that is actively engaged in producing output, knowledge and health,
decreases relative to the total population. More in particular, from period 200 up to
period 300, we let the size of the active population fall by 5 percent, whereas the total
populationremainsatavalueof1.Wewouldexpectthistoleadtoadecreaseingrowth,
becausetheproductivity ofthehealth sector,i.e.z0,isnegativelyaffectedbya decrease
in the ratio of active people versus inactive people. This follows immediately from
equation (3), which can be rewritten as:
(12)
ad A b
rd h K 0
Qz L , A 0
g
g
Dg = e× (1 -g )×max(0,1- y/y)















b/(1 -b )z 0v
z 1=z 0’v
z 1- 17 -
where denotestheshareofactivepeopleinthetotalpopulationL,andz0’isimplicitly
definedby(12).Sincewelet ,itfollowsthattheeffectiveproductivityofthehealth
sector, i.e. z0’, is negatively affected, in the sense that it becomes more difficult to
maintain a constant average health level of the total population for a declining share
of active people.
The simulation results of this experiment, denoted by the prefix X1_, are presented in
Figures 3-7. The sigmoid character of the adjustment in is immediately clear from
Figure 3 : we see rising from a value of zero to a value of one in roughly 200 periods.
In Figure 4, we present the steady state growth rate (G) as well as the actual growth
rate of the capital stock (G_K), when c, u and v are adjusted in accordance with steady
state optimum behaviour, as given by equations (10.A-10.E). In the base run, denoted
by the prefix X0_, the actual growth rate of K is equal to the steady state growth rate.
That is due to the calibration exercise mentioned earlier. We also see that the increase
in does indeed lead to slower growth, as suggested above. Moreover, we see that
changes in the actual growth rate lag somewhat behind the changes in the steady state
growth rate, but not by more than 5/100 of a percentage point. We see that a doubling
of , i.e. rising from a value of 0.5 in the base run to a value of 1 in experiment 1, leads
to a permanent fall in the steady state growth rate of about0.5 percentage points. Note
too,that thepropensity toconsume is increased(Figure 5),whereas the averagehealth
level increases as well (Figure 6), at least while is rising. In Figure 7, we see that the
increased preference for health diminishes the incentive to invest in knowledge gen-
eration(u falls).However, allof thefall ofuis absorbedbythehealth sector,since u+v,
denoted by U_PLUS_V is hardly changed at all. We conclude therefore that a rise in
the preference for health leads to slower growth and to a re-allocation of resources in
the direction of the health sector. We conclude that if is indeed positively influenced
by income per head, then the model predicts the occurrence of dynamic ’Baumols
disease-like’ phenomena for countries with a growing income per head.
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Figure 5 Figure 6
Figure 7
The fall in the share of active people in the population is taking place from period 200
onwards,for a stable value of which from period200 onwards is equal toone. Hence,
all the ensuing changes in growth performance can be attributed to the change in the
composition of the population. Note that in this part of experiment 1, the ’health
demand base’ of the economy remains the same, while available scarce productive
labour resources diminish in number. Because of the implied decrease in the effective
productivity of the health sector (z0’), and the negative consequences this has for the
steady state health level of the population (and therefore for growth itself, see Figure
6 which shows a slight fall in h after period 200), labour resources are re-allocated
betweenknowledgegeneration,outputgenerationandhealthproduction:ufallsfrom
a value of 0.187 in period 200 to a value of 0.174 in period 300, while v rises slightly
from a value of 0.228 to a value of 0.231 during the same period. Consequently, u+v
falls slightly from a value of 0.415 to a value of 0.405, which implies a slight increase
in the share of active people allocated to output generation. The reason why this
happens,isthattheknowledgegeneratingsectorexperiencesa dropinthegrowth rate
of itsproductivity,which adds to theinitial fall in itsproductivity levelinduced bythe
decline in average health levels. By contrast, the direct effect of the initial decline in
average health is confined to just the level of productivity in the output producing
sector. Consequently, the marginal benefits of allocating additional labour to knowl-
edge production decline more than the marginal benefits of the allocation of labour to
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the other productive activities, including the generation of health services. Our main
conclusion is then that because of the negative effects on productivity growth in
knowledge generation, the system shows a tendency to concentrate its efforts on
mitigating the ’blow’ to growth caused by a fall in average health, rather than on
compensating the fall in productivity growth by increasing knowledge generation
efforts.Theneteffectisnonethelessthatthegrowthratefalls,despitethecounteracting
movements in v (see Figures 6 and 7), and c can rise as a result (see Figure 5).
Aid as a Means to Provide Growth and Health
We have also run a number of simulation experiments to highlight the fourth point
raised above. More in particular, we have assumed here that the model now describes
a country which is ’poor’ and caught in a ’low health’, ’no growth’ trap
33 because it
has such a high rate of discount, that its g=g(v) curve lies almost entirely above the
horizontal v-axis in Figure 2, i.e. maximum growth is equal to zero. In addition, we
implement this no growth trap by assuming that the propensity to consume can only
fall below a value of unity when income per head is higher than a certain minimum
value : when income per head would be below that value the country is simply too
poor to save, but just not poor enough for the population to starve.
Given this design of the experiment, there are a number of ways in which the welfare
ofthecountrycaughtinthe’lowhealth’,’nogrowth’trapcouldberaised.Forexample,
the rate of decay of health could be lowered either directly through medical aid, or
indirectlythroughimprovinggenerallivingconditions.Thisreductionin wouldraise
z0 (c.f. equation (4)), and hence this would raise the effective productivity of the health
sector,whichin turnwouldenhancegrowth. Wehave runanexperiment tothiseffect,
whichwedonotshowhere,inwhichhealthrisesbymorethanthepercentagedecrease
inz0,becausetheincreasedproductivityof thehealthsectormakesanexpansionofthe
level of health-services more profitable relative to other uses of knowledge, especially
with regard to the production of output. In this experiment, investment in knowledge
generationisalsopositivelyaffected,duetotheimpactoftheincreaseinaveragehealth
levels on the growth rate of productivity in the knowledge producing sector.
Another form of aid could be envisaged, i.e. the transfer of ’income’, such that income
per head in the receivingcountry rises instantaneously to a certain percentage above
minimum income per head (i.e. the level which is just sufficient to maintain a stable
health level of the population at a zero level of savings). In this case, the amount of




In addition to these income transfers, we also let the rate of discount fall with a rise in
income per head, because a higher standard of living enables people to become more
forward lookingboth in principle and in practice. Income is transferred whenever and










33 Note that for these experiments we have only changed the rate of discount in such
a way that . Hence, strictly speaking, the ’low health’ characterisation does not
really apply here.
g(b) = 0- 20 -
Various experiments with this set up have shown us that there is a very narrowly
defined value of the transfer-rate for which the transfer of income starts to work, in
the sense that saving rates in the receiving countries can rise, thus enabling the accu-
mulation of capital. These experiments also show that too little aid may cause growth
never totakeoff, while too muchaidmay just increase thebillfor allparties concerned
without generating any significant additional growth and health benefits at the
receiving end. Note that the results summarised in Table 1 would indicate that a fall
in asinducedbya rise inincomeper head,wouldactually tendto lowerv, andhence
h, although growth itself would increase. However, it stands to reason that the pref-
erence for health as one of the most important basic human needs next to the need for
foodandshelter,wouldrisesofastwithincomeperhead,thattheincreasedopportunity
costsoftheprovisionofhealthincomparisonwithknowledgegeneration,ismorethan
outweighed by the increase in , so that the net effect on h would tend to be positive.
The results of the various experiments are presented in Figures 8-14. In these Figures
the prefixes X2_, X3_, X4_ and X5_ are associated with different values of the transfer
rate , i.e. 0.0051, 0.0052, 0.01, 0.02 respectively. Note that in this series of experiments
wehave startedwith growing from itsbase run value of 0.5 and with , which
impliesasloweradjustmentofthepreferenceforhealthtoincomeperhead,but starts
changing from a higher level than in experiment 1.
Thepossibilitythatgrowthmaynevertakeoffdespitethetransferofincome, isreflected
inFigure 8,which shows that in experiment 2 nothing happens, while experiments 3-5
all show similar developments of the preference for health. This indicates that, at least
in experiments 3-5, the pace of development of income per head is similar too, despite
the fact that the transfer rate in experiment 5 is about four and two times as large as
thetransfer ratesin experiments 3 and 4, respectively. Notethat it is possible to escape
from the no-growth trap by raising ever so slightly from a value of 0.0051 to a value
of0.0052,asshowninexperiments2and3,respectively.Noteinadditionthatadoubling
orevenquadruplingofthisvalueof doesnotseemtohaveanysignificantdifferential
effects on g, c, h, u or v (see Figures 9-13). However, as one would expect, growth is
positive and rising, due to the endogenous decrease in the rate of discount , and so is
the average health level of the population. Note moreover, that income transfers stop
after a while. Nonetheless, it is clear that there is very little difference between the
outcomes of experiments 3-5, at least from a growth and health benefit perspective.
This is not true with respect to costs, however, as shown in Figures 14 and 15.
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In Figure 14 we show that after about 20 periods, cumulative transfers level off in
experiments 3-5, because income per head in the receiving country has risen enough
to generate the savings (as well as the confidence) necessary to generate and sustain
growth.However,weseethatinexperiment2totaltransferskeeponincreasingwithout
bound.Thisisbecauseinexperiment2growthnevertakesoff.Moreover,inexperiment
2 total transfers as a fraction of the level of income in the receiving country (denoted
by TRANSFER_Y_RATIO) keep on rising too, although the transfer-rate is just
marginallylowerthaninexperiment3. Inexperiments 3-5thisratio isfalling, butfrom
initial levels which rise more than proportionally with the transfer rate.
We conclude then that very low values of may have no beneficial effects at all, as is
highlightedinexperiment2.Atthesametimethemarginalimpactofstillhighervalues
of on growth performance decreases, while the impact on cumulative transfers
increases. However, it is clear that when poor countries can be helped to attain a state
whereenoughsavingscanbegeneratedtoenabletheaccumulationof physicalcapital,
such a growth process can become self sustaining, given the availability of suitable
technologies and external and internal funds. Moreover, as shown in Figures 14-15, if
aidisprovidedintheformofloans,itseemstobeintheinterestofthereceivingcountry
that transfers are just high enough to allow growth to take off, because proportionally
higher transfers do not result in proportionally higher growth, although they lead to
more than proportionally higher total transfers. In addition to this, the length of the
period of adjustment/transition is hardly affected at all. This is underlined by Figures
8-15, which show very similar economic growth and health performance for equal
to0.52,1and2percentinexperiments3-5,respectively,whilethedebt/nationalincome
ratio in case of experiment 5 is more than twice as large as in experiment 4 and more
than 4 times as large as in experiment 3. However, too little aid in the form of loans, as
shown in experiment 2, would seem to make matters even worse.
6 Summary and Conclusion
Inthispaperwehavepresentedtwoversionsofa simplemodelofendogenousgrowth
based on the Lucas (1988) model, in which a good health functions as a necessary
condition for people to be able to provide labour services. At the same time, health is
produced under conditions of decreasing returns, whereas knowledge is produced
underconditions of increasingreturns. When health does not enterthe utilityfunction
directly, we find that the health sector has a size which is consistent with maximum
economic growth : health is a pure complement to growth from a supply perspective.
That is, any re-allocation of labour from the health sector towards the knowledge
generating sector would cause a decline in growth.
We alsodefined a model in which the average health level of the population entersthe
utility function in a positive way. In order to solve the resulting steady state values of
growth and health, we devised a graphical procedure which enables us to state that
increases in the demand for health services (either due to an increase in the preference
for health, or anincrease in the ’health demandbase’ due to an aging population), will
now adversely affect growth : health and growth have become substitutes. This also
providesanillustrationofBaumols diseasewithrespecttothehealthsector:agrowing
part of national income will be spent on health services, thereby negatively affecting
the rate of economic growth.
We also concluded that, since the steady state growth rate rises linearly in the average
health-level of the population, the productivity of the health-sector is as important a
determinant of growth as the productivity of the knowledge generating sector itself.
When the health sector is subject to moderate decreasing returns to scale, the impact




equal proportionate changes in the productivity of the knowledge generation process,
due to the complementary character of health and economic activity from a supply
perspective.
Using the model in which health is an argument of the intertemporal utility function,
we have run a number of simulation experiments in order to illustrate the prediction
ofthe modelthat health willriseand growth willdropwhen preferences changeinthe
directionofhealth.Wealsoshowthatactualgrowthwouldlagonlylittlebehindsteady
state growth when the allocation of labour and the propensity to consume would be
adjusted in accordance with their steady state values. We showed that the transfer of
technology might change a country’s state from ’no growth’, ’low health’ to a state of
’higherhealth’,’highergrowth’byloweringthe’healthdemandbase’,andthusfreeing
resources for growth improving activities, i.e. knowledge generation. Moreover, the
transferoffundsto’nogrowth’,’lowhealth’countrieswhichdohaveaccesstosuitable
production technologies, can help growth to take off for those countries which suffer
fromtoohighvaluesoftherateofdiscount,ifthelatterwouldbeendogenouslyreduced
as a result of the growth of income per head. We also found that it is not necessarily
the case that a faster rate of transfer of funds leads to significantly better results with
respect to growth, both with regard to the rate of growth attained as well as the speed
of adjustment to the steady state. Instead, if aid is provided in the form of loans, debts
are accumulated faster, while total debts are more than proportionally higher, thus
reducing the ability of the receiving country to service its debts.- 24 -
Annex A The Lucas Model
The Hamiltonian is :
(A.1)
where and are the co-state variables. Differentiation of (A.1) w.r.t. the control






Substitution of (A.3) into (A.5) gives :
(A.6)
In a situation of steady state growth, u would have to be constant, which implies that
the rate of growth of A would be constant too. Moreover, the rate of growth of the
capital stock would have to be equal to the rate of growth of output, in which case the
production function itself would lead to the conclusion that :
(A.7)
Using (A.7) after taking growth rates of (A.3) for constant u, leads to the conclusion
that:
(A.8)
From the macro-economic budget constraint it follows directly that:
(A.9)
Hence C/Y is constant in the steady state, since is constant, and K/Y is constant too.
Hence the rate of growth of C equals the rate of growth of Y and hence the rate of
growthof A.But (A.2)providesa link betweentherate of growthof consumption(and
therefore of A) and , from which we can obtain the result:
(A.10)























































ˆ Y=aˆ A+( 1-a )ˆ K Þ ˆ Y= ˆ K= ˆ A







ˆ l=ˆ m=- d
ˆ A= ˆ C=- (ˆ l+r ) / Q=- (ˆ m+ r)/Q = (d- r)/Q- 25 -
(A.11)
Note that (A.9) together with (A.4), (A.6), (A.8) and (A.10), link the optimum saving
rate s with the rate of growth of the system:
(A.12)
Equation (A.12) shows that the saving rate rises with the partial output elasticity of
capital. It falls with the rate of time preference as reflected by the rate of discount. It is
proportional to the intertemporal elasticity of substitution . Furthermore, s rises
with the productivity of the knowledge generation process .


































Annex B Health as a Complement to Growth
The Hamiltonian is :
(B.1)
where and are the co-state variables. h depends on v through equation (4).
Differentiation of (B.1) w.r.t. the control variables C, u and v, and w.r.t. the state






Along with the accumulation constraint :
(B.7)
Substitution of (B.3) into (B.6) gives :
(B.8)
Substitution of (B.3) into (B.4) results in :
(B.9)
which leads to the conclusion that:
(B.10)
Hence, v has a very simple solution. It follows that an unproductive health system, as
reflectedbyalowvalueof ,shouldberelativelysmall.Thecorrespondingsteadystate
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In a situation of steady state growth, u would have to be constant, which implies that
the rate of growth of A would be constant too. Moreover, the rate of growth of the
capital stock would have to be equal to the rate of growth of output, in which case the
production function itself would lead to the conclusion that :
(B.12)
Takinggrowthrates,whileassumingthatinthesteadystatethehealthlevelisconstant,
allows us to rewrite (B.3) and (B.4) as :
(B.13)
(B.12) and (B.13) taken together imply :
(B.14)
But substitution of (B.3) into (B.6) gives:
(B.15)
where we have used (B.10). In the steady state (which implies that C/Y is constant),
(B.2), (B.14) and (B.15) imply that :
(B.16)
(B.16) can directly be compared with (A.10), since in (B.16) is the amount of
labour (measured in health units) not absorbed by the health sector, and which is
therefore available for alternative uses.
Note that the rate of growth of the economy now depends on the productivity para-
meters of the health sector, through the ’term’ . Note moreover from partial
differentiation of (B.16) with respect to v, that g is maximised when .
ˆ Y =aˆ A+( 1-a )ˆ K Þ ˆ Y= ˆ K= ˆ A
ˆ l+ˆ Y=ˆ m+ˆ A
ˆ m=ˆ l
-ˆ m=d A×( 1-v) h=d A×( 1-b ) h
g= ˆ A= ˆ C=ˆ Y= ˆ K=
d A( 1-v) h( v)-r
Q
=
d A( 1-b ) h-r
Q
( 1-b ) h
( 1-b ) h
v=b- 28 -
Annex C Health as a Substitute of Growth
The Hamiltonian is :
(C.1)
In comparison with our first model, only the first order conditions regarding C and v




. In that sense the model is not changed. This also holds true w.r.t. the first order
condition for u:
(C.3)
However, (B.4) now becomes:
(C.4)
Assuming a constant steady state saving rate s, C can be written as C=(1-s)Y.
Substitution of C=(1-s)Y as well as (C.2) and (C.3) into (C.4) then results in:
(C.5)
where we have made use of the relation .
Substitution of (C.3) into the first order constraint regarding the state variable A, leads
to the conclusion that:
(C.6)
which, together with the conditions that (these conditions
follow directly from the steady state assumption in combination with (C.3) and the
production function), imply that:
(C.7)
But from the knowledge generation equation we have :
(C.8)
































































-ˆ m=d Ah( 1-v)
ˆ Y= ˆ K=ˆ A= ˆ C=- (ˆ m+r)/ Q
g= ˆ A= ˆ Y= ˆ C=( d Ah( 1-v)-r) / Q
g= ˆ A=d Auh
-ˆ l=( 1-a ) Y/ Ks = ˆ K /(Y/K)
s =( 1-c)=( 1-a ) g/(Qg +r )- 29 -
Substitutionof (C.8)intothenominatorof (C.9)and(C.7)intothedenominatorof(C.9)
then directly results in:
(C.10)
Substitution of c=1-s as well as (C.10) into (C.5) and solving for v results in:
(C.11)
Notethatfor , ,whileforcgoingtoinfinityvwouldasymptoticallyapproach
a value of 1. However c=1 is the maximum value of c, in which case
.
Defining ,equations(10.A)-(10.D)followdirectlyfrom(C.11),(C.9)and(C.7),
whereas equation (10.E) is the same as (C.10).
(1-c)=( 1-a ) u/(1 - v)Þu=( 1-c)(1-v)/(1 -a )
v=
c( c-a )+a ( 1-a ) / g
c( c-a )+a ( 1- a)/(gb)
c =av=b
v=b×( a+g ) / ( a+g b)>b
f=c( c-a )- 30 -
Annex D Mappings
Note that the simultaneous sub-system described by (10.A)-(10.D) can be represented
asa’fourquadrantdiagram’,becauseeachofthedependentvariablesdependsononly
one other variable, which is different for each of the dependent variables. So, given an
initial value of c, f can be calculated, then v, then g, and then c again. Hence, this
particular ’mapping process’ maps a point of the c-axis onto the c-axis again by ’going
round’inacounterclock-wisedirectioninthefourquadrantdiagramdepictedinFigure
D.1. We may describe this mapping process by O
n=M
n(X), where O
n denotes the out-
come of the mapping process M() after n ’mapping rounds’ starting from an initial
point X in the range B-C in Figure D.1 below, which combines Figures 1 and 2. It is a
specialcombination, however,for theextremumof g=g(v) hasa value whichis exactly
equal to , while the largest root of g(v)=0 coincides with v*=v(f(c(0))). We use
Figure D.1 to illustrate that the equilibrium solution of (10.A-10.D) can be obtained by
means of an iterative procedure which uses a continuous mapping of g onto itself.
Thereare nowthree important questions tobe answered. The first question is whether
there exists points c* such that c*=M
n(c*), for all n. The second question is whether c*
would be unique if it exists. The third question is whether any X would lead to c* if c*
exists,i.e.whetherc*=M
n(X)forlargeenoughnandfor anyX.Ifthereissucha c*,then,
obviously,thefirst orderconditionsof the Hamiltoniansystem havea unique solution
(c*,f*,v*,g*). Moreover, a numerical solution could easily be obtained by directly












J KL- 31 -
Inordertobeabletoaddressthequestionsraisedabove,itisusefultodefinetheconcept
of a ’line-segment pair’. We use it to indicate the combination of ’top’ and ’bottom’
line-segmentswhichcan beobtained bymapping a certainvalue c’from therange B-C
onf and v, which gives theassociated ’top’horizontal line-segment, andthen on g and
c, which gives the corresponding ’bottom’ horizontal line-segment. (Point C in Figure
D.1, for example, generates the ’top’ line-segment F-D, and the ’bottom’ line-segment
H-C.) Let us denote the ’top’ line-segment associated with point c’ in the range B-C in
the n-th ’mapping round’ by T
n(c’), and the corresponding ’bottom’ line-segment by
Bn(c’), respectively. Let us furthermore denote the length of a line-segment S by L(S).
Note furthermore that for any interior point c* such that L(B
n(c*)) = L(T
n(c*)), it
necessarily follows that c* solves (10.A)-(10.D), because the left-hand bounds of B
n(c*)
and T
n(c*) have the same horizontal co-ordinates by construction. But if
L(B
n(c*))=L(T
n(c*)), then the right-hand bounds of B
n(c*) and T
n(c*) also have the same
horizontal co-ordinates. Hence the mapping process M has resulted in a fixed point c*




Figure D.1 provides direct clues with regard to constraints on the parameters of the
system which would make a mapping process M() as described above possible at all.
For, Figure D.1 indicates that sufficient conditions for c to be an interior point of B-C,
are that the length of line-segment I-J is smaller than the length of line-segment B-L,
while at the same time g(v(f(1)))>0, i.e. the largest root of g(v) should be to the left of
point H. In order to see this, note that C=M
n(C) for n>=0, i.e. C is a fixed point of the
Figure D.1 as it is. When we would require (g(v(f(C)))>0 and L(I-J)>L(B-L), then M
1(C)
would map the original point F onto a point H’ which is directly below the original
point H on the g(v) curve, and a point on the c(g) curve which in turn maps onto an
interior point of B-C. The important thing to notice is that starting from point C we
would have L(Tn(C))>=L(Bn(C)) for all n>=0. However, both L(Tn(C)) and L(Bn(C)) fall
in a monotonous fashion with n.
34 But the smallest lengths to which L(T
n(C)) and
L(B
n(C)) could fall are L(I-B) and L(J-B), respectively, where L(J-B)>L(I-B) under the






limits. Since the lowerlimit of the ’bottom’ line-segment exceeds the lower-limit of the




the first order conditions of the Hamiltonian system.
Now consider point B in Figure D.1. In the Figure as it is, B is a fixed point. When we
would require g(v(f(1)))>0 and L(I-J)<L(B-L), B would have a tendency to move closer
to point C. Both the line-segments I-B and J-L would expand in the process. But I-B
could expand to a maximum length L(F-D), whereas J-L could expand to a maximum
length L(G’-C), where G’ is in between G and H in order to ensure g(v(f(1)))>0. Obvi-
ously, L(G’-C)>L(F-D). Note that starting from B, we would necessarily have
L(T
n+1(B))>=L(B
n(B)), and both L(T
n+1(B)) and L(B





which is smaller than the limit of L(B
n(B)). Therefore, there must be a k>=0 for which
c**=M
k+1(B)=M
k(B) is a fixed point for c. If c**>c*, then we would have the mapping
processM()converging toc* again. So,byvirtue ofthe factthatc*=M
k(C),we conclude
that if B has its own fixed point, then it should be an interior point of the range B-c*.
34Thisfollowsfromthefactthatadownwardmovementoftheline-segmentF-Dmakes
F move to the right and D to the left. Hence L(F-D) decreases monotonically when the
line-segmentF-D moves down. This alsoholds for L(H-C) when the line-segment H-C
moves down.- 32 -
Annex E Parameter Restrictions




respect to f, and f with respect to c are positive for . The lowest value of v is
obtained for , while the highest value for v, i.e. is
obtained for g=0. When v=z(g) would be convex in g, and when the growth rate g as
a function of v, i.e. g=g(v), would be such that its maximum value is smaller than
, while g(v*)>0, then v=z(g(v)) defines a unique v. In general, however, z()
couldalsobeconcaveing,whichopensupthepossibilityofmultiplerootsofv=z(g(v)).
This follows directly from the fact that:
(E.1)
where the first term on the right hand side of (E.1) is negative because of the concavity
of v(f) in f, and the remaining terms are all positive. Unfortunately, it is not easy to
obtain the roots for (E.1) in an analytical fashion and then determine whether or not
v=z(g) would be concave and/or convex for sub-ranges of . However, as a
secondbest option we haveevaluated (E.1) in the points g=0and . We also
evaluated the first order partial derivatives in those same points. In order for v=z(g)
to be convex in g it is then necessary that the first partial derivative rises for increasing
g,whereas both secondorder partial derivativeswould haveto be positive. Hence, we
would have:
Table E.1
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Obviously, the inequalities in (E.2) would have to be reversed to ensure concavity of
v=z(g) in g. Apart from (E.2), the fact that the second order partial derivatives need to
be positive for convexity of v=z(g) implies that :
(E.3)
Thenominatorof (E.3)hasroots and .Hence thenominator
is positive for all relevant values of . The denominator is also positive, since it has no
real roots :
(E.4)
where for . Hence the denominator has no real roots, or, for
, is the only real root. But in that case the requirement that would
ensure that the denominator is non negative.
Finally, we have :
(E.5)
Inordertoseewhatrangeofvariationtheseconstraintsleavefor ,itisusefultocalculate
some numbers based on the assumption that . For these particular
values we find that (E.2) is reduced to , (E.3) is reduced to , while
(E.5) is reduced to . Hence, for a size of the health-sector of the order of 0.1,
i.e. is of the order of 0.1, we would find that the maximum value of is of the order
of10.Hence,for’reasonable’valuesof theparameters,therestrictionson donotseem
to be very strong.
Apart from the restrictions which follow from the assumed convexity of v=z(g), there
aresomeadditionalparameterrestrictionsonthehealth-parametersduetothefactthat
we have required :
(E.6)
(E.7)
For the purpose of the paper we simply assume that these restrictions are fulfilled. As
a check on the working of the model we have generated random parameter sets in
accordance with all the restrictions mentioned above, and we have established that
starting from either g=0 or using the mapping process implied by
(10.A-10.D), does indeed lead to a convergence of the solution of the Hamiltonian to
the unique solution implied by the convexity of v=z(g) and the restrictions on g(v) as
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Annex F Parameter Changes and System Responses
It should be noted here that the ’health-parameters’ only influence the shape
of the curves g=g(v) and v=v(f). The ’non-health parameters’ influence the
curves c=c(g) and g=g(v).
Changes in Non-Health Parameters
Consider a rise in the value of , which corresponds to a fall in the intertemporal
elasticity of substitution. This would leave the points of intersection of g(v) with the
horizontal axis unchanged, whereas it would decrease the value of g for any given
value of v. It would also lead to a counter-clock wise rotation of the curve c=c(g) in
Figure 1. The latter would stretch the curve H-H’ in a downward direction, which in
turn would lead to a new solution of the Hamiltonian system with lower growth and
higher health. This change is re-enforced by the factthat the positive part of g(v) itself,
i.e. the part below the horizontal v-axis, moves in an upward direction. This leads to
the ’final’ solution X’ which has even lower growth and higher health. In addition to
this, the propensity to consume (i.e. the complement of the propensity to save/invest)
has risen, which is in line with the fact that a rise in indicates a decrease in the
willingness of people to substitute current consumption for future consumption. Both
changes in the curves v=z(g) and g=g(v) are depicted in Figure F.1, where we only
represent the fourth quadrant associated with the g,v-plane in the same orientation as
in Figures 1 and 2.
 
Figure F.1 A rise in  Figure F.2 A rise in 
Now consider a rise in the rate of discount . This would have two effects. First the
curve g=g(v) in Figure 2 would shift in an upward direction without changing its
curvature. Secondly, the curve c=c(g) in Figure 1 would rotate in a counter-clockwise
direction,forcwouldbelargerforanyvalueofg.Consequently,theequilibriumvalues
of both c and v rise, while the equilibrium value of g falls. h rises and u falls while c
rises, which seems logical, given the preferences of people to have their consumption
and health returns sooner rather than later. Note, however, that the upward shift of
g=g(v) brings the roots of g(v)=0 closer together. If the largest root would fall below
v*,thentherearetwoadmissiblesolutionstotheHamiltoniansystem,i.e.alow-growth,
high-health solution (i.e. the one with v closest to v*), and a high-growth, low-health



























Now consider a rise in the productivity of the knowledge sector, i.e. . This would
onlyaffect the position and shapeof the curveg=g(v). g(v)would shift in a downward
direction, while the points of intersection of g(v) with the vertical axes at v=0,1 would
be unaffected. This would result in a new equilibrium in which we would have lower
c, higher growth and lower health. The latter may seem to be somewhat puzzling
perhaps, but it can be understood once one realises that an increase in would also
increase the opportunity cost of maintaining the original size of the health-sector. The
results are depicted in Figure F.3.
Figure F.3 A rise in 
Changes in Health Parameters
Now consider a rise in z0, which might be caused either by an increase in the produc-
tivity of the health sector (i.e. ), or a decrease in the rate of decay of health (i.e. ), or
a decrease in the size of the population. If either of these things would happen, then
thiswould stretch the curve g(v) in a downward direction without changing its points
of intersection with the vertical axes for v=0,1. Neither would the horizontal location
oftheextremumofg=g(v)change.Thisbeingthecase,weseethatthesolutionchanges
to a higher growth, smaller health-sector (i.e. smaller v) solution. The fact that v falls,
does however not necessarily imply that health itself falls, since the fall in health
induced by a fall in v, is more than compensated by the rise in the productivity of the
health sector.This canbe understood byconsidering that anincrease in z0 would’free’
scarceresourcesinthehealthsectorwithoutanaccompanyingreductionintheaverage
health level of the population. These ’additional’ resources should then be allocated
over their alternative uses (including the generation of health), which would involve
a rise in the average health level. The shift in the g=g(v) curve implies that the edu-
cationalsectoraswellasgrowthitselfwouldexpand,whereassavingrateswouldhave
to increase in order to be able to sustain the larger growth rate. Note that because of
the way in which z0 enters the g=g(v) function, the results are directly comparable to
the results obtained for a change in , which were depicted in Figure F.3. Hence, we
do not repeat that figure here.
Now consider a rise in the valuation of a good health, i.e. an increase in . In this case
thecurve v=v(f) in Figure 1 would rotate ina counter-clockwise direction. This hasthe
effect of moving the point of intersection of v=z(g) with the v-axis to the left, whereas
would remain unchanged. This would raise v, lower g, and raise c, and
















v = z(r/(1 -Q) )- 36 -
health-levelsandlowergrowthlevels.Notethat,likeachangeintheparameterswhich
definetheshapeof g(v),a higherpreferencefora good health cancausetheoccurrence
of multiple solutions, even when v=z(g) would be convex. The question is then which
of the two solutions would be the relevant one. The answer to this question can be
found by considering what would happen to those two solutions when would go on
increasing after a second point of intersection between g=g(v) and v=z(g) appears in
point S in Figure F.4, and which starts moving in the direction of the first point of
intersection for ever increasing values of . Obviously, the first point of intersection
betweeng=g(v)andv=z(g),i.e.thehigh-growth,low-healthequilibrium,stilldescribes
behaviour which is logical from an economic point of view, while the high-health,
low-growth solution involves a contraction of the health-sector when people would
increase their preference for a good health. The latter result is counter intuitive, to say
theleast.Afurtherquestioniswhetherthemappingprocessasdescribedearlier,would
notsimplypassthehigh-health,low-growthsolutionasitmovesawayfromthestarting
point g=0, i.e. would the high-health, low-growth solution be unstable if there are two
points of intersection between g=g(v) and v=z(g). We have not looked into this matter
yet.
Figure F.4 A rise in 
Now consider a change in . This raises v for any value of f. The effects on v=z(g) are
thereforecomparabletothoseofarisein .Butarisein wouldalsomovetheextremum
of g(v) to the left, without altering the points of intersection of g(v) with the vertical
axes at v=0,1. Hence the entire curve v=z(g) would become more skewed to the left,
whereas the ’flat’ part of g=g(v) would shift to the left too. This means that v would be
affected to a relatively large extent, while g would hardly be affected at all. In fact, g
could even increase, because a rise in , would also raise the value of g(v) in , and
hence would cause the curve g(v) not only to become more skewed to the left, but also
tobestretchedinadownwarddirection.Soarisein mayhavedefinitepositiveeffects

















Annex G Model Listing
The variable names used in the model are the same as in the text. The other names are
selfexplanatory.NotethatP_(A,B)isequal toAtothepower ofB,forpositiveA,while
IF_ELSE_(A,B,C) is equal to B when A<>0 and to C when A=0. AND_, OR_, EQ_ are
Boolean functions which take the value 1 if true, and 0 if false. So, AND_(A,B)=1 if
A<>0 and B<>0, while OR_(A,B)=1 if A<>0 or B<>0. EQ_(A,B)=1 if A=B, otherwise
EQ_(A,B)=0. LE_(A,B)=1 if A<=B, 0 otherwise. Iter is a variable which is equal to the
number of Gauss-Seidel iterations performed until the moment of evaluation of the
callingstatement.Iter=0is thevery firstiteration.Notethattheequationforg=g(v)lets
the mapping process as its is implicitly defined by the Gauss-Seidel procedure start at
highest value of g which is possible. Hence, given the convergence properties of the
mapping process, we will find the economically relevant solution if there is one.
The labelling of the experiments referred to in the model listing coincides with the
labelling used in section 5. The base run is experiment 0 and has been labelled X0_.
Experiment1hasbeenlabelledX1_.Experiment2hasbeenrunforfourdifferentvalues
































1 - (1-alpha)*g/(Theta * g + rho + risk)
)
),
f = c * (c-alpha),
v_min = beta,
v_max = beta * (alpha + gamma)/(alpha + gamma*beta),
v = (gamma * f+alpha * (1-alpha))/
(gamma * f+alpha * (1-alpha)/beta),
u = (1-v)*(1-c)/(1-alpha),
u_plus_v = u + v,
h = z0 * p_(v,z1),
a=a(-1)* exp(delta_a * u * h ),
k=k(-1) * exp((1-c) * Y/K(-1)),
transfer_y =
if_else_(and_(eq_(experiment,2),ge_(time,100)),
max(0,(1 + pi) * y_over_l_min * l - y(-1)),
0
),
total_transfer = total_transfer(-1) + transfer_y,




g_#g# = log(#g#) - log(#g#(-1)),- 39 -
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